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STUDENT PERFORMANCE IN READING, MATHEMATICS AND SCIENCE
VOLUME I

International Science Report

Are students well prepared to meet the challenges of the future? Can they analyse, reason and communicate
their ideas effectively? Have they found the kinds of interests they can pursue throughout their lives as productive
members of the economy
society?
OECD
for InternationalMathematics
Student Assessment (PISA) seeks
Findingsand
from
IEA’s The
Repeat
ofProgramme
the Third International
to answer these questions through the most comprehensive and rigorous international assessment of student
and Science Study at the Eighth Grade
knowledge and skills. Together, the group of countries and economies participating in PISA represents nearly 90%
of the world economy.

Michael O. Martin
Ina V.S. Mullis
Eugenio J. Gonzalez
Kelvin D. Gregory
PISA 2009 marks the beginning of the second cycle of surveys, with an assessment in mathematics scheduled
for 2012 and one in science for 2015.
Teresa A. Smith
THE OECD PROGRAMME FOR INTERNATIONAL STUDENT ASSESSMENT (PISA)
Steven J. Chrostowski
PISA focuses on young people’s ability to use their knowledge and skills to meet real-life challenges. This orientation reflects a change
in the goals and objectives of curricula themselves, which are increasingly concerned with what
students A.
can do
with what they learn
Robert
Garden
at school and not merely with whether they have mastered specific curricular content. PISA’s unique features include its:
– Policy orientation, which highlights differences in performance patterns and identifies features common to high-performing students,
Kathleen M. O’Connor
schools and education systems by linking data on learning outcomes with data on student characteristics and other key factors that
shape learning in and outside of school.

– Innovative concept of “literacy”, which refers both to students’ capacity to apply knowledge and skills in key subject areas and to their
ability to analyse, reason and communicate effectively as they pose, interpret and solve problems in a variety of situations.
– Relevance to lifelong learning, which goes beyond assessing students’ competencies in school subjects by asking them to report on
their motivation to learn, their beliefs about themselves and their learning strategies.
– Regularity, which enables countries to monitor their progress in meeting key learning objectives.
– Breadth of geographical coverage and collaborative nature, which, in PISA 2009, encompasses the 34 OECD member countries and
41 partner countries and economies.

Please cite this publication as:
OECD (2010), PISA 2009 Results: What Students Know and Can Do: Student Performance in Reading,
Mathematics and Science (Volume I), OECD Publishing.
http://dx.doi.org/10.1787/9789264091450-en
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STUDENT PERFORMANCE IN READING, MATHEMATICS AND SCIENCE – VOLUME I

PISA 2009 Results presents the findings from the most recent PISA survey, which focused on reading and also
assessed mathematics and science performance. The report comprises six volumes:
• Volume I, What Students Know and Can Do: Student Performance in Reading, Mathematics and Science,
compares the knowledge and skills of students across countries.
• Volume II, Overcoming Social Background: Equity in Learning Opportunities and Outcomes, looks at how
successful education systems moderate the impact of social background and immigrant status on student and
school performance.
• Volume III, Learning to Learn: Student Engagement, Strategies and Practices, examines 15-year-olds’ motivation,
their engagement with reading and their use of effective learning strategies.
• Volume IV, What Makes a School Successful? Resources, Policies and Practices, examines how human,
financial and material resources, and education policies and practices shape learning outcomes.
• Volume V, Learning Trends: Changes in Student Performance Since 2000, looks at the progress countries have
made in raising student performance and improving equity in the distribution of learning opportunities.
• Volume VI, Students on Line: Reading and Using Digital Information, explores students’ use of information
technologies to learn.

PISA 2009 Results: What Students Know and Can Do

TIMSS 1999

PISA 2009 Results:
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This work is published on the OECD iLibrary, which gathers all OECD books, periodicals and statistical
databases. Visit www.oecd-ilibrary.org, and do not hesitate to contact us for more information.
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INTRODUCTION

THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK

The Wide World of ILSAs

A Need for ILSA Literacy

Since the mid-1990s, over half of the
world’s countries have taken part in
international large-scale assessments
carried out by the OECD and the IEA.
Moreover, 35 of 39 “advanced economies”
(IMF, 2017) have participated in at least 3
out of 4 major ILSAs: PISA, TIMSS, PIRLS,
and ICCS. Such widespread participation
across perpetual testing cycles not only
signifies tremendous investment of fiscal
and human resources over more than two
decades, it also represents fidelity to a
global testing culture that has permeated
all areas of education (Smith, 2016).

In order to interpret ILSAs more validly
and meaningfully, the concept of ILSA
literacy demands that we frame results
in much broader context (Gałczyński,
2014). This is because the notion of
literacy only gains meaning when
“situated within a theory of cultural
production and viewed as an integral
part of the way in which people produce,
transform, and reproduce meaning”
(Freire & Macedo, 1987).

In the search for best practices among
“top performers,” ILSA league tables have
influenced stakeholders’ perceptions of
educational quality and have globalized
education governance via policy reactions
that assume deficits in the systems which
fail to rank at very top (Ingersoll, 2003;
Rutkowski et al., 2010).

z

ILSA literacy thus applies insights from
comparative education and globalization
studies to the framework of assessment
literacy, which involves acquisition of a
varied range of skills needed to develop
critical understanding about the functions
and roles of assessment within education
and society (O’Loughlin, 2013).

OUTCOMES
Chart history of ILSA participation
Compare STEM vs. humanistic achievement
Reaffirm or identify new “top performers”
Consider representation of “Global South”
Compare early vs. later grade levels/ages
Compare OECD- vs. IEA-sponsored ILSAs
Identify trends of improvement or decline
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This poster showcases data visualization
as a research method (Chen, 2006; Keim
et al., 2013; Kirk, 2016) by reorganizing
student achievement scores into
comparison matrices. Each depicted matrix
offers a meta-analysis of PISA, TIMSS,
PIRLS, and ICCS, illustrating longitudinal
trends and generating baseline references.
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While the term “meta-interpretation”
(Weed, 2005) more precisely describes
the “interpretive synthesis” of comparing
analogous student populations within
participating countries, data visualization
via comparison matrices facilitates easy
visual identification of specific kinds of
trends and incongruities in student
achievement. With scores replaced by
symbols denoting achievement in relation
to international scale averages, results are
juxtaposed across multiple age/grade
levels and in relation to multiple literacies.
Rows group together relatively coincident
ILSA administrations in order to depict
achievement results across roughly
contemporary student cohorts.

MATRIX

1

MATRIX
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Assessment
Literacy

ILSA
Literacy

2

features the eight educational
systems which fully participated in all four
major ILSA cycles between 2015-2016.
Rather than drawing conclusions about
the quality of a country’s educational
system from the results of any single ILSA,
we become able to compare student
achievement across all content areas
targeted in PISA, TIMSS, PIRLS, and ICCS.
is also constructed with data
from 2015-2016, but it narrows our focus
to participating countries from Arab States
and Africa. By subtracting countries from
the “Global North,” we are prompted to
consider how the developing world
participates in ILSAs and what is
represented by the “international” scale
average in league tables.

MATRIX

charts the history of ILSA
participation for select European countries.
In scanning from top to bottom, we can
observe trends of improving or declining
achievement over time.
3

DISCUSSION

Assessment Beyond the Assessments
As illustrations of ILSA literacy, comparison matrices offer baseline references that elicit broad questions about
the purpose, implementation, and consequences of ILSAs: What kinds of data do we need to evaluate educational
quality and justify policy transfer between systems? How should league tables be constructed to inspire tangible
goals from “global” comparisons? And with even more data available from sources like ICILS or PISA 2018’s
global competence framework, which ILSA testing cycles should continue into the future and for how long?

